This paper examines whether correlations between speech perception and speech production exist, and, if so, whether they might provide a way of evaluating different acoustic metrics. The cues listeners use for many phonemic distinctions are not known, often because many different acoustic cues are highly correlated with one another, making it difficult to distinguish among them. Perception-production correlations may provide a new means of doing so. In the present paper, correlations were examined between acoustic measures taken on listeners' perceptual prototypes for a given speech category and on their average production of members of that category. Significant correlations were found for VOT among stop consonants, and for spectral peaks ͑but not centroids or skewness͒ for voiceless fricatives. These results suggest that correlations between speech perception and production may provide a methodology for evaluating different proposed acoustic metrics.
I. INTRODUCTION
A great deal of research in speech perception has focused on the cues listeners use to distinguish different phonetic categories. Although the cues to some phonemic distinctions have been well specified ͑for example, VOT for voicing among stop consonants͒, the cues to other distinctions ͑such as place of articulation͒ are less clear.
One reason for this uncertainty is that the acoustic spectrum for many phonemes is quite complex, and the differences between spectra can therefore be described in a number of ways. Different alternatives are often highly correlated with one another, making it difficult to distinguish among them experimentally. For instance, Syrdal and Gopal ͑1986͒ have suggested that differences between formant peaks may be a cue to stop consonant place of articulation, whereas colleagues ͑Sussman et al., 1993, 1991͒ have suggested that the starting point of the second formant may be a cue by itself. Since both of these cues are based ͑at least in part͒ on the location of the second formant, changes in one cue almost necessitate changes in the alternative as well. Thus attempts to specify the acoustic changes to which listeners are sensitive often fail to differentiate between different proposed cues.
The present paper is an attempt to develop a new method of distinguishing between alternative cues, based on links between speech perception and speech production. Some phonemic distinctions can be articulated in multiple ways, with slightly different muscle movements ͑for example, see Johnson et al., 1993b; Perkell and Matthies, 1992͒ . Different people may articulate the same sound with different combinations of muscle and articulatory action. This could then influence what these individuals expect to hear from other speakers. Those individuals who produce a sound in a particular manner are likely going to judge others' productions according to the same metric. By examining which acoustic properties demonstrate these types of links between perception and production, it is possible to assess the likelihood that a particular cue is being used by a given listener.
There are a number of reasons to predict that these types of links should occur. Infants learn to speak their native language by hearing what other people produce. They must in some way associate the sounds they hear with the proper way of producing them, suggesting some basic sort of linkage between the systems ͑see, for example, Kuhl and Meltzoff, 1982͒ . Moreover, since people are likely to have heard their own productions more than those of any other single individual, their productions are likely to have an especially important role in their perceptual prototypes. Thus, perceptual expectations should be skewed towards one's own productions, again suggesting at least an indirect link between the two systems.
Evidence for a more direct link comes from studies that have found that particular experiences in either perception or production often result in changes in the other modality as well ͑Bradlow et al., 1997; Cooper and Lauritsen, 1974; Cooper and Nager, 1975; Jamieson and Rvachew, 1992͒. For example, Bradlow et al. ͑1997͒ found that training Japanese speakers on perception of the English /[/-/(/ distinction also resulted in improved production. Cooper ͑1974͒ found that after repeated presentation of /!{/, listener's productions of that syllable were more ''/"{/-like'' ͑that is, had shorter VOTs͒.
Several theories also make claims regarding the existence of links between perception and production. For example, motor theory ͑Liberman et al., 1962 Liberman and Mattingly, 1985͒ argues that adults perceive speech by making reference to their own articulation. The authors even go so far as to claim that the word ''link'' really is not cor-rect, since it implies that speech perception and production ''though tightly bonded, are nevertheless distinct.'' Rather, they feel that ''for language, perception and production are only different sides of the same coin'' ͑Liberman and Mattingly, 1985, p. 30͒. Fowler's direct perception theory ͑Fowler, 1986͒ suggests that listeners directly perceive the gestures ͑or productions͒ of the speaker. Nearey's double weak theory ͑1992͒ also claims that the perceptual system has knowledge about relations between speech-production capabilities and the resulting acoustic output, which may require a link between the perception and production systems. Thus, these theories all suggest that there should be some connection between the two systems, although the strength of the predicted linkage varies between theories.
Experimental evidence for the existence of these perception-production correlations is somewhat mixed, however. Bell-Berti et al. ͑1979͒ found that there are two different manners of producing the tense-lax distinction among American English vowels, and that the strategy selected by different individuals ͑based on EMG data͒ was related to how those individuals performed in a perceptual task. Fox ͑1982͒ examined perceptual scaling data on vowels, and found that while three dimensions ͑representing tongue height, tongue ''frontness,'' and the presence of lip-rounding͒ were an adequate fit to listeners' data, the listeners differed in the weightings ͑or saliences͒ they gave to each dimension. Furthermore, there was a relationship between the weightings used by any given listener and acoustic measures of that listener's productions.
There has also been some evidence of correlations between perception and production of consonants, using cues such as VOT ͑Flege and Eefting, 1986; Hoffman et al., 1984͒ . These correlations appear to be limited to proficient speakers of the language ͑Flege, 1999͒, suggesting that they may be related to learning the appropriate pronunciation in the language.
Other studies have failed to find such perceptionproduction correlations, however. For example, Bailey and Haggard ͑1973, 1980͒ failed to find a correlation between average produced VOTs for voiced and voiceless consonants and listener's category boundaries on a /,/-/%/ continuum. Ainsworth and Paliwal ͑1984͒ asked listeners to both produce English glides and identify synthetic tokens, and measured the F2 and F3 loci for these items. But they found that the variability within subjects was as high as that between subjects, arguing against perception-production links. Many of these failed attempts to find perception-production links have used relatively coarse-grained distinctions between stimuli ͑for example, Ainsworth and Paliwal, 1984; Haggard, 1973, 1980; Paliwal et al., 1983͒, or have averaged productions across different phoneme categories ͑such as labial and velar stop consonants; see Haggard, 1973, 1980͒. Other studies have used relatively simple production measures, such as individual formants ͑Ainsworth and Paliwal, 1984; Frieda et al., 2000; Paliwal et al., 1983͒. The variability in these results clearly demonstrates that correlations between speech perception and speech production are inconsistent. Finding such correlations appears to require not only a task that is sensitive to small variations in perception and production, but also an appropriate acoustic correlate as a production measure. In fact, there is no reason to expect correlations between perception and production unless the acoustic property being measured is one that is at least related to the cues actually used by listeners. The variability in previous research may suggest that these correlations could serve as a means of telling us something about the cues being investigated, specifically about the likelihood that listeners actually use those cues.
Another possible reason for this variability in findings is the hyperspace effect ͑Johnson et al., 1993a͒. When asked to judge the best examples of a phonetic category, listeners often choose tokens with more extreme articulation than is common in fluent speech. Listeners' perceptual prototypes might better match exaggerated productions than typical ones. Although this would not necessarily eliminate a perception-production correlation, it would be likely to reduce it, making it more difficult to find significant results ͑especially with relatively insensitive tasks͒.
The present paper explores the feasibility of using perception-production correlations as a means of evaluating the appropriateness of speech production measures. Experiment 1 demonstrates the existence of perception-production correlations in a case where an appropriate cue is known. It focuses on VOT differences between voiced and voiceless stop consonants, an acoustic measure of voicing that has received substantial support in the literature ͑Lisker and Abramson, 1964 . If correlations are not clearly apparent in this case, it would suggest either that our methodology is not sufficiently sensitive, or that these correlations vary across speakers. In either case, correlations could not be relied upon as a research tool. Given a significant correlation in experiment 1, experiment 2 then examines a phoneme for which there have been multiple proposed acoustic cues, with the goal of determining whether perception-production correlations can distinguish among related metrics.
II. EXPERIMENT 1
This experiment investigates whether correlations between individuals' perception of speech contrasts and their production of those contrasts can be found when an appropriate acoustic cue is used. Listeners participated in both a production and a perception task focusing on voice onset time ͑VOT͒, a result of laryngeal timing differences which are the primary cue to the voiced-voiceless distinction among stop consonants ͑Lisker and Abramson, 1964 . The relationship between each individual's measures on the two tasks was examined.
The perception task was modeled on work by Miller and Volaitis ͑1989͒. In the present version of the task, listeners heard a VOT series ranging from /"Ä/ to /!/Ä/ to something beyond a good /!Ä/ ͑labeled as */!Ä/, following Miller and Volaitis͒. These extreme stimuli sound like a very breathy ''pah,'' and have VOTs that are far longer than would normally occur in speech. Listeners were asked to rate the items for their goodness as members of the category /!/. Miller and Volaitis found that this task results in an orderly rating scale, with only one or a few items receiving the highest rating, and ratings dropping off to either direction. The item with the highest mean rating was considered the listener's category prototype, and correlations between this perceptual prototype and the individual's production prototype-the average acoustic measure across a number of different productionswere examined.
These two tasks provide measures of each individual's perceptual prototype and average production, using the same acoustic measure ͑VOT͒. If correlations exist between perception and production within individuals, those individuals who produce /!/'s with longer VOTs would be expected to also rate items with longer VOTs as being better examples of the category than would individuals who produce tokens with shorter VOTs. Thus, correlations between each individual's perception and production measures would be expected.
A. Method
Subjects
The 25 paid participants were native speakers of English with no reported history of a speech or hearing disorder. They participated in two 1-h sessions. Data from two additional participants were dropped for being a non-native speaker (nϭ1) or for missing the second visit (nϭ1). During debriefing one of our listeners reported that he had misunderstood the instructions, and had identified whether the items were /!/'2 or not, rather than rating their degree of goodness; his data were removed from analysis, as were that of a speaker whose highest rated item had a VOT more than 4 standard deviations beyond the mean of the other participants ͑221 ms͒. Data from three additional participants were removed because a central member of the /!Ä/ category could not be determined from their perceptual data, as discussed in the procedure below. Leaving out these listeners resulted in 20 participants for this experiment. 
Stimuli
To create models for our production task, a female native talker of English ͑RSN͒ recorded one token each of the 48 CV syllables formed from pairings of the English stop consonants ͑/!/, /"/, /#/, /$/, /%/, /+/͒ and the eight vowels /{, |, ,, É, Ç, Å, Ä, #/. These vowels represent the range of vowels in English which can occur in an open syllable. Two additional tokens of the syllable /!Ä/ ͑for a total of three͒ were recorded to provide a greater range of examples of the target syllable. All tokens were amplified, low-pass filtered at 9.5 kHz, and digitized via a 16-bit, analog-to-digital converter at a 20-kHz sampling rate.
Rather than create a synthetic speech series for our perceptual task ͑as did Miller and Volaitis, 1989͒, items from natural speech were edited in order to make the items as natural-sounding as possible. The same native speaker recorded the tokens /"Ä/, /!Ä/ and */!Ä/. A 21-item continuum ranging from /"/ to /!/ was created from the /"Ä/ base by removing successively longer sections from the /"/ onset and replacing them with the corresponding portions of the /!/ onset. Formant transitions in the original items were approximately 35 ms for /"Ä/ and 75 ms for /!Ä/, but the formants during the transitions were more broad for the /!/. This increase in bandwidth would have helped to mask any mismatches in formant values during these transitions; moreover, any such mismatches would have occurred only in the first two or three items in the series, none of which were within the range of prototypical /!/ tokens. Steady-state formants were at 950, 1350, and 3200 Hz for /"/, and at 1000, 1275, and 2950 Hz for /!/. Although these values are not identical, the formant frequencies are sufficiently close that cross-splicing did not result in sudden changes in formant values. All editing was done at zero crossings in the digital waveform to avoid audible clicks. The first stimulus was created by removing the /"/ release burst and replacing it with the release burst from /!Ä/. The second through twentyfirst stimuli were each made by removing one additional vocal pulse from the onset of the /"Ä/ syllable, and replacing this with the equivalent duration of burst release and aspiration from /!/. Durations of vocal pulses were not exactly equal, but averaged 4.2 ms. The next 40 items were each generated by removing an additional 5 ms of aspiration from the */!Ä/ token and adding this to the end of the aspiration in the last item of the /"-!/ series ͑i.e., the 21st, or most ''p''-like item͒.
This resulted in a 61-item series, which would have been overly tedious for the participants. Pilot testing showed that most individuals placed their prototypes between 55 and 140 ms VOT ͑or between stimulus items 13 and 31͒. In order to maintain sensitivity to small differences between listeners, all stimuli within this range were included in the experiment. Beyond this range, every other stimulus was included in the experiment, and the remaining stimuli were removed. This resulted in a 40-item series, with VOTs ranging from 8.25 to 291 ms. Adjacent stimuli in the series differed in VOT by 4.6 ms at intermediate VOTs and by 9.4 ms at both longer and shorter VOTs.
Procedure
Listeners participated individually in both a production task and a perception task across two sessions; the production task occurred at the start of the first session.
2 The production task was an imitation task; pilot work suggested that when asked to read aloud written representations of syllables, talkers tend to speak progressively more quickly as recording continues. To encourage talkers to maintain a fairly even speaking rate, our participants listened to an example of each syllable over a loudspeaker and then repeated that syllable in the way they would normally produce it. This method of recording has previously been used by Forrest et al. ͑1988͒ . Although it is possible that this method could induce listeners to mimic the acoustic characteristics of the model, the variability in participant's productions suggest this was not the case: average /!Ä/ productions ranged from VOTs of 51 to 125 ms.
The model stimuli for this production task were converted to analog from by a 16-bit, digital-to-analog converter at a 20-kHz sampling rate, low-pass filtered at 9.5 kHz, and presented in random order. Trials were repeated if productions were peak-clipped, if the participant failed to respond within 4 s, or if the participant indicated that he or she wished to redo that trial ͑either because of uncertainty as to the target syllable, or because some other noise, such as a cough, interfered with recording͒. Listeners heard ͑and recorded͒ each of the 50 syllables in a single block, and participated in two such blocks. This resulted in two recordings of each CV syllable ͑and six tokens of the target item /!r /) to be used for later acoustic measurement.
Listeners then participated in the perceptual task. The stimuli for this task were converted to analog form in the same manner as above, and were presented binaurally through TDH-39 headphones at a comfortable listening level. Listeners heard the syllables in random order, and were asked to rate each initial phoneme for its goodness as a member of the category /!/. They responded using the numbers 0-9 on a numeric keypad. Listeners were instructed to use the ''0'' label whenever the item did not sound like a ''p'' at all, to use the ''1'' when they were unclear whether the item was a ''p'' or not, and to use the range ''2''-''9'' for items which were definitely members of the category ''p,'' but differed in how good of an example they were. Listeners were given a reference sheet containing this scale in case they wished to refer back to it. Responses from the first block of trials ͑one repetition of each item͒ were considered practice and were not included in subsequent data analysis. Listeners then participated in six test blocks ͑of two repetitions per item͒ in each of the two sessions, for a total of 24 responses to each stimulus.
Acoustic and perceptual measures
A mean perceptual rating was computed for each stimulus for each participant. The single item with the highest rating ͑regardless of where it occurred͒ was considered the listener's perceptual prototype, and that item's VOT was recorded. One participant had equally high ratings for two items in the continuum; the VOT values for these items were averaged as that listener's prototype. Listeners were excluded if they did not show at least a half of a ranking difference between their peak item and the final item in the series, suggesting there was no clear peak item.
For the production experiment, the time interval from syllable release to the onset of vocal pulsing was measured for each token produced by each speaker. The six values for the recordings of ''pa'' were averaged as the produced ''pa'' VOT. The values for the 14 other ''p'' recordings were averaged to find a mean VOT for the remaining ''p'' tokens. Likewise, the values for the 16 recordings for each of the other stop consonants were averaged, to determine its mean VOT. Prevoicing was ignored since this is a different cue from bursts/aspiration and it may be inappropriate to average across the two cues.
A second coder remeasured VOT for all 52 voiceless items for two participants for reliability purposes. Only voiceless items were considered because the large difference between voiced and voiceless items would have resulted in a high correlation across coders even had the VOT measures been relatively coarse; by restricting the range, we focus the correlation on the consistency within the category ͑as well as making it more difficult to find a high correlation in general͒. Despite this restricted range, correlations were 0.94 and 0.95 for the two talkers ͑average absolute differences were 3.5 and 5.3 ms, respectively͒, suggesting that VOT measures were quite reliable.
B. Results and discussion
Listeners generally showed clear prototypes, with ratings dropping to either side, although they did vary in the number of items receiving high rankings. On average, listeners showed a rating drop-off of 2.5 units between their peak item and the series */!Ä/ endpoint; average rating on the /"/ endpoint was 0.27, suggesting it was not heard as a member of the /!/ category. Listeners' prototypes ranged from VOTs of 60.9 to 150.9 ms, suggesting that this perceptual measure is sensitive to differences between individuals. Figure 1 shows three listeners' perception data; these individuals were selected as demonstrating a range of prototype values ͑60.9, 88.0, and 105.3 ms͒ and drop-offs ͑5.5, 2.4, and 1.3 units͒.
The calculations resulted in one perceptual measure ͑VOT of the prototype͒, and seven production measures ͑av-erage VOT for /!Ä/, average VOT for other /!/ items, and average VOT for /"/, /#/, /$/, /%/, and /,/ items͒. A stepwise hierarchical regression was performed using the perceptual measure as the dependent variable, and all seven production measures as independent variables. A hierarchical regression is less likely to capitalize on chance relationships than is a stepwise regression ͑Cohen and Cohen, 1983͒, but requires an a priori ordering of the IVs in terms of their likelihood of having a correlation with the DV. On the basis of phonological theory it was assumed that items differing from the target in one phonetic feature would be more closely related to the target than those differing from it in two features, and that items matching on the measure of interest ͑VOT; that is, /#/ and /%/͒ would be more closely related than the phoneme /"/, which matches on place of articulation. As alveolars tend to be more similar to bilabials than are velars ͑Dorman et al., 1977; Klatt, 1975; Lisker and Abramson, 1964͒, alveolars were placed higher in the ordering. This resulted in the ordering /!Ä/, /!/, /#/, /%/, /"/, /$/, /,/.
FIG. 1. Three subjects' perception data. Subject's ratings generally increase with increasing VOT until they reach their peak rating, then begin to decrease as the items sound more and more extreme.
All production measures were independently correlated with the prototype VOT. However, only the VOT values from the /!Ä/ item contributed significantly to the regression formula, and the /"/ items added marginally significant additional information; the other items did not add additional information to the equation. The variation in produced /!Ä/ VOT was responsible for 27% of the variance in listeners' perceptual ratings ͓F(1,18)ϭ6.73, pϽ0.02͔, whereas the variation in /b/ VOT was responsible for an additional 15% ͓F(1,14)ϭ3.94, pϭ0.07͔. Figure 2 shows the regression line with /!Ä/ VOT as the predictor. A complete listing of the regression coefficients, r 2 , change in r 2 , and statistics are given in Table I . It is apparent from Fig. 2 that the /!Ä/ correlation was augmented by the unusually high perceptual scores for two individuals; however, the correlation remains significant even if data from these individuals are removed, suggesting they are not the primary cause of the correlation (rϭ0.49, pϽ0.05).
These results suggest that the present methodology was successful at finding a link between perception and production. There was a significant relationship between participants' productions and their perceptual prototypes. Individuals whose perceptual prototype for ''p'' occurred at longer VOTs also tended to produce longer VOTs themselves.
It is interesting to note that while the listeners' productions of the voiceless stops did not provide additional information above and beyond their production of the target item itself, their production of the first voiced stop in the hierarchy approached doing so. This suggests that production of the voiceless items may be highly correlated within each individual, but that production of voiced items may not be as correlated with the voiceless tokens. Indeed, the p, t, and k measures were highly correlated, with correlations ranging from 0.88 to 0.96; the b, d, and g items, while correlated with one another, did not correlate so highly with the voiceless items ͑correlations among the voiced items ranged from 0.54 to 0.75; correlations between voiced and voiceless items ranged from 0.37 to Ϫ0.06͒. The additional voiceless stops may not have added additional information because they were highly correlated with the production of the target item; the marginal effect of adding the /"/ items into the equation suggest that the voiced stops contained additional information beyond that provided by the production of the target item. Perhaps these provide information about the degree of category separability the individual prefers ͑participants whose /"/ productions had relatively short VOTs tended to have prototype /!/2 with longer VOTs, suggesting a preference for more easily discriminable categories͒.
Something more akin to listeners' category boundaries were also examined: the minimum VOTs they considered acceptable for a /!/. In production, this was estimated as the minimum /!/ VOT that speakers produced-across listeners this averaged 46.7 ms. In the perception task, the VOT of the earliest member of the continuum that listeners rated as being a member of the /!/ ͑rather than /"/͒ category was measured-this averaged 44.7 ms across listeners. These two measures showed a significant correlation across participants (rϭ0.48, pϽ0.05), suggesting that the lower ends of listeners' categories were comparable in perception and production, much as were their category prototypes.
There was also evidence for a hyperspace effect ͑Frieda et al., 2000; Johnson et al., 1993a͒ , as has previously been found for vowels. Perceptual prototypes had an average VOT of 90 ms, whereas VOTs of the participants' productions averaged only 73 ms. This difference was significant by a paired t- test, tϭ3.61, pϽ0.002 . Fifteen of the 20 participants showed this pattern of longer VOTs for their perceptual prototype than in their speech production.
The results from this experiment suggest that individual differences in production are related to differences in perception. Both the best exemplar of the category, and the lowest acceptable member of the category, were similar in production and perception within each individual. It appears that production-perception correlations can be found with an ap- propriate perceptual task and an appropriate acoustic correlate. One possibility is that this task can be used to evaluate different acoustic cues. Often, there are multiple proposals for how a given phonemic distinction should be described. It might be possible to evaluate different metrics by determining the degree to which perception and production measures using these proposed cues are correlated. Such an approach requires that correlations occur only for those cues that are actually used by listeners. Given that different proposed cues are generally highly correlated with one another, perceptionproduction correlations might be present for all proposed cues. If so, the correlations would not provide additional information to distinguish among them. This approach can only be useful if correlations exist for some acoustic cues, but not for all. Experiment 2 examines this in more detail.
III. EXPERIMENT 2
Unlike the /!/-/"/ distinction examined in experiment 1, there are some phonemic distinctions where multiple metrics or measures appear to be equally plausible. One such phoneme is the fricative /b/ ͑''sh''͒. Fricatives are produced by creating a partial obstruction in the mouth. Forcing air through this narrow constriction causes turbulence in the airstream, resulting in a ''noisy'' sound, with energy at a broad range of frequencies ͑Pickett, 1980͒. The location of the obstruction differs between an /2/ and an /b/, and a number of studies have examined the possible acoustic correlates of this difference. Research has focused on four attributes as being particularly important for fricatives in general: spectral properties of the fricative noise, noise duration, noise amplitude, and spectral properties of the transition between the fricative and the following vowel ͑Jongman et al., 2000͒.
Of these four types of cues, spectral properties of the noise appear to be most important for the /2/-/b/ distinction. Noise duration and overall amplitude appear particularly important for distinguishing the sibilant fricatives ͑/2/ and /b/͒ from the nonsibilants ͑/)/ and //͒, but do not appear to distinguish between the two sibilants ͑Behrens and Blumstein, 1988b͒. Relative amplitude differences do appear to be important, but this may be a result ͑at least in part͒ of concomitant changes in spectral properties ͑Hedrick, 1997; Hedrick and Ohde, 1993͒. Although some research has examined transition information ͑Sussman, 1994; Sussman and Shore, 1996; but see Fowler, 1994͒ as cues to place of articulation within fricatives, most researchers have focused on spectral properties of the noise as being the most important cues for distinguishing /2/ and /b/. This information has been shown to be sufficient for a high degree classification in several studies ͑Tabain, 1998; Tomiak, 1991͒.
There have been many proposals as to the best ways to characterize this spectral information. Harris ͑1958; see also Heinz and Stevens, 1961; Hughes and Halle, 1956; May, 1976͒ found that the noise center frequency information ͑roughly the frequency mean͒ is the primary cue for distinguishing these particular phonemes. Strevens ͑1960͒ reported that the frication range for /2/ was shifted higher than that for /b/, which would likewise imply that the mean frequency for /2/ would be higher ͑although he measured only the range of frequencies at which energy occurred, and did not actually calculate average values͒. Forrest and colleagues ͑1988͒ examined three spectral moments ͓centroid ͑or frequency mean͒, skewness, and kurtosis͔, and found that skewness of frication was the primary feature distinguishing these phonemes, although centroids might also aid in their discriminability ͓but see Shadle and Mair ͑1996͒ for contrasting data on the role of skewness͔. In contrast, other work has examined spectral peaks, which are more akin to a statistical mode than a mean ͑Behrens and Blumstein, 1988a; Jassem, 1965; Seitz et al., 1987͒ . Thus, while there is wide agreement that the frication noise is the primary acoustic cue for distinguishing /2/ and /b/, there is less agreement on the appropriate way of measuring this cue.
One reason for this disagreement is that these measures are highly correlated in these phonemes. They do not refer to independent information in the spectrum, but instead are different ways of describing the same information. It is therefore very difficult to distinguish between these measures experimentally; any modification of one cue results in changes in the other cues as well.
In recent work, Jongman et al. ͑2000͒ examined a variety of cues to fricatives. They found that while many of these cues were successful at classifying fricatives, discriminant analysis suggested that spectral peak location was a more important cue than were spectral moments.
The present experiment proposes a different way of evaluating these measures. If the degree of perceptionproduction correlation for a given cue is based on the extent to which that cue is related to the dimensions utilized by the listener, then the degree of correlation can be used as means of evaluating this relation. Correlations should be stronger for the cue most similar to that which listeners are actually using.
Given that the different cues are themselves highly correlated, one concern is that all cues may result in strong perception-production correlations. If so, these types of correlations would not be useful as a means of evaluating metrics. Thus the primary goal in the present experiment is to determine whether perception-production correlations can distinguish among different acoustic measures, even when those measures are themselves related.
A. Method

Subjects
Twenty-four volunteers participated in exchange for a cash payment. Ratings from five of these participants did not fall off towards the extremes of the continuum; their data were not analyzed.
3 ͑For this experiment, in which both endpoints of the series were clearly not /b/ tokens, a minimum of a one category rating drop-off to either side was required for data inclusion.͒ This left a total of 19 listeners, one of whom was also in experiment 1. The average rating drop-offs were 4.1 units towards the velar side, and 6.3 units toward the /2/ side.
Stimuli
For the model stimuli for the production task, a female native talker of English ͑RSN͒ recorded four tokens of each CV syllable consisting of either /2/ or /b/ followed by one of the seven vowels /{, |, ,, É, Ç, Ä, #/. The recording manner for these 56 items was identical to that in experiment 1.
For the perception task, the stimuli consisted of series ranging from /2,/ to /b,/ and from /b,/ to beyond-/b,/ ͑or */b,/͒. The vowel /,/ was chosen because it does not entail lip-rounding or protrusion, which can alter the spectral information in the fricative ͑Soli, 1981͒. These stimuli were produced synthetically, as the type of editing used in experiment 1 can only be used to create duration-based series, not frequency-based series. The synthetic stimuli were modeled on a male voice chosen because it is well-mimicked by our speech synthesis program.
Use of a male voice in the perception task and a female voice in the production task should prevent listeners from hearing the items as coming from the same individual, and from judging the voice in the perceptual task on the basis of the speech from the talker in the production task. This avoids one potential criticism of experiment 1, that the talker used in the perceptual study and the model for the production component were the same individual. If listeners in the production task were trying to mimic that talker's speaking style, correlations could have occurred for that reason alone. If perception-production correlations are found in this experiment where the voices clearly differed, it would suggest that these relationships are not an artifact of having used the same talker for both tasks.
The model speaker produced tokens of /2,/ and /b,/ in the context of the carrier phrase, ''Please say to me.'' The transition and vowel portions of the /2/ and /b/ syllables were temporarily removed, leaving only the 215-ms frication portion of the syllables. These two frications were synthesized using the parallel mode of a cascade/parallel synthesizer ͑Klatt, 1980͒. Formant frequencies, amplitudes, and bandwidths were carefully adjusted to make the synthetic tokens both sound as similar to the original items as possible and look as similar as possible in spectral cross-section. The vowel portion from one of the two syllables was likewise synthesized and its formant values, bandwidths, and amplitudes adjusted. This vowel portion was then appended to both the /2/ and /b/ tokens, resulting in two endpoints which had identical synthesis parameters after the first 215 ms ͑or 43 frames͒. Values for the initial frication portion were then interpolated between the two endpoints to make a 21-item series. This interpolation was performed on all parameters that differed across the endpoints: the amplitudes and bandwidths of all formants, and the location of formants 2, 4, and 5 ͑the location of formants 1 and 3 were the same in both endpoints, as was the bandwidth of formant 3͒. The transition and vowel portions ͑which occurred after the initial 215 ms͒ were held constant across items.
Rather than make the series continue beyond /b/ acoustically ͑by continuing to adjust formant and amplitude values in the same manner as in the first half of the continuum͒, the series continued beyond /b/ in an articulatory sense, towards a more extreme place of articulation. Continuing to adjust formant and amplitude values in the same manner could have resulted in an endpoint that was not possible from a human vocal tract. A linguist was asked to produce fricatives from a variety of places of articulation: alveolar ͑as in /2/͒, palatal ͑/b/͒, and velar and uvular fricatives ͑which do not occur in English but do occur in other languages; uvular fricatives occur in one of the languages in which she was fluent͒. The first five formant movements between her tokens were analyzed, and the formants, amplitudes, and bandwidths in our synthetic continua were adjusted to move in the same manner. Thus our formant movements beyond /b/ were such that they moved towards a more velar/uvular place of articulation. A 20-item series was created in this manner, resulting in a total of 41 stimuli ͑the /2/ endpoint, 19 interpolated items between /2/ and /b/, the /b/ endpoint, 19 interpolated items beyond /b/, and the most velar endpoint͒.
Procedure and measures
This study was combined with that of another perceptual rating study using other syllables, not reported here. Participants recorded their speech at the onset of the first session, and then took part in the two perceptual tasks; the order of these tasks was counterbalanced across participants.
Procedures for both the production and perception tasks were identical to those in experiment 1, with the exception that listeners were asked to rate the phonemes as examples of the sound ''sh,'' rather than as examples of the sound ''p.'' There were 16 blocks of trials in the perceptual task and 2 blocks of trials in the production task.
Three types of acoustic measurements were taken on the participants' productions: frication centroid, skewness, and peaks. For centroids and skewness, analysis was modeled after that of Forrest et al. ͑1988͒; a 20-ms analysis window was used to compute a sequence of Fourier spectrum; the initial analysis window centered on the frication onset and each subsequent spectra was computed over a window centered 10 ms further into the signal, resulting in a series of measurements containing 50% overlap. The speech signal was preemphasized by first differencing ͑with preemphasis of 0.94͒, and a 400-point Hamming window was used for analysis. ͑For the synthetic speech in the perceptual task, the stimuli had a 10-kHz sampling rate, so a 20-ms window resulted in a 200-point Hamming window͒. The spectra were treated as random probability distributions, and the centroid ͑or mean͒ and skewness of the distribution were calculated. The number of analysis windows was set at 10; analysis thus occurred over a total of 110 ms and the means and skewness values were averaged across the 10 frames. ͓This duration was suggested by Tomiak ͑1991͒ to provide a valid estimate of the fricative, based on results from a masking study.͔ The measured portions were at the onset of the fricatives.
Peak frequency measures were performed using the CSRE software package from AVAAZ. Each production was analyzed using a fast Fourier transform over a 128-point Hamming window with 50% overlap, averaged across the initial 100 ms. This analysis was then treated as a random probability distribution, but instead of finding the moments of the distribution, the mode was found instead ͑or the frequency at which the greatest amount of energy was present͒. Some speakers' productions did appear to have more than one peak frequency; however, the single frequency value with the greatest energy was selected. These acoustic measurements are shown in Table II. For the perceptual task, the single item in the continuum with the highest rating was considered the listener's prototype, as in experiment 1. This prototype was measured for its frication centroid, skewness, and peak, in the same manner as the participants' productions described above. For one listener, three adjacent items received equally high ratings; the values for these three items were averaged on each measure to find the prototype for that listener.
B. Results and discussion
As expected, the three production measures were highly correlated, especially the two spectral moments measures. For centroids and skewness, the correlations for the /b/ measures across participants was Ϫ0.94, pϽ0.0001. For centroids and peaks, the correlation was marginal, rϭ0.43, p Ͻ0.07, and for skewness and peaks it was Ϫ0.54, pϽ0.02. Thus, all three measures do seem to be based on related aspects of the same information.
The perception-production correlations were examined using all three measures. In experiment 1, it was found that measurements from the single syllable identical to the perceptual item were the most relevant; the relationship between the /b,/ prototypes and the average /b,/ productions were therefore examined here ͑that is, the average value across the eight different productions of the /b,/ syllable, rather than the average across all 56 /b/ tokens͒.
For centroids, the correlation was not significant (r ϭϪ0.30, pϾ0.10). Moreover, it was actually negative. While negative correlations across different measures would be unsurprising, correlations between production and perception using the same measure should be positive. It would be rather odd for those individuals who produced the most extreme /b/ tokens to prefer the least extreme versions perceptually. Thus finding a negative correlation here suggests that individuals' perceptual prototypes are not determined by the tokens' centroid measures.
For skewness, correlations were again both negative and nonsignificant (rϭϪ0.19, pϾ0.40) . Skewness likewise does not appear to be a primary factor in individuals' prototypes.
The correlation for peak frequency, however, was not only positive but also was significant (rϭ0.50, pϽ0.03). The correlation was almost identical in size to that found in experiment 1 (rϭ0.52). This suggests that frequency peaks may be a better indication than centroids of what makes a particular fricative token sound better to a listener. Those listeners who showed more extreme values in their frequency peaks for /b/ also preferred listening to more extreme tokens. This was not the case for either fricative centroid or skewness measures.
More importantly for the present purposes, the findings also suggest that correlations between speech perception and speech production can differentiate between different acoustic cues. Only acoustic measurements based on the peaks in the spectrum appeared to be related to listeners' goodness ratings. This is in accord with recent findings by Jongman et al. ͑2000͒ , also suggesting that spectral peaks are better cues to fricative discrimination than are spectral moments. This suggests that even when different acoustic cues are highly correlated, perception-production correlations can be used to discriminate among different measures.
The present results also extend the general finding from experiment 1 that correlations exist between speech perception and speech production. Finding these correlations in two different experiments, for two different phonemic contrasts, suggests that these results are fairly common. Furthermore, one potential problem in experiment 1 was that the talker whose voice served as the model for the production study was the same talker as that judged in the perceptual study. If the correlations in that experiment were actually the result of participants trying to mimic that talker, such results would not be expected in the present experiment, where the talker that served as the base for the perceptual study and the talker that served as the model for the production component were not only different individuals, but also were of different genders.
The next logical step would be to directly test the idea that peaks are more important than centroids by orthogonally varying these dimensions. Unfortunately, it is not possible to vary these two properties in this manner ͑at least not while maintaining good endpoint stimuli͒, which is why the finding of an alternative method of differentiating cues is so important. As an example of the difficulty, the synthetic /2/ endpoint in this study had a mean frequency of approximately 4500 Hz, and a peak frequency of approximately 4700 Hz. In order to manipulate peak and centroid independently, it would be necessary to create a series that maintained this centroid at 4500 Hz while the peak frequency moved from 4700 Hz down to a value appropriate for an /b/ ͑approxi-mately 3400 Hz based on our /b/ endpoint͒. Lowering the peak is relatively easy in synthetic speech; however, in order to keep the centroid from changing along with the peak, this would require adding diffuse high-frequency energy to compensate for the loss of energy at 4700 Hz ͑and the increase in energy at 3400 Hz͒. With an unlimited frequency range, this would be easily doable. However, the implementation of the Klatt synthesizer used here was limited to 5000 Hz, making it impossible to add sufficient high-frequency energy without creating a high-frequency peak. This limits the comparison of peaks and centroids to indirect measures, such as the correlations discussed here.
IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION
These two experiments demonstrate that individual differences in production are related to differences in perception. Listeners whose productions are more extreme along an acoustic continuum appear to prefer hearing more extreme productions from other speakers as well. This is in addition to a hyperspace effect, in which individuals prefer listening to more extreme tokens than they themselves produce. 4 However, these production-perception correlations are not ubiquitous. Although they will occur for acoustic cues known to be used by listeners ͑such as VOT͒, they do not occur for all possible acoustic measures. Despite the fact that the three acoustic measures used in experiment 2 were highly correlated with one another, significant perceptionproduction correlations were found only for one of them-in particular, for the one most supported by a recent comparative analysis by Jongman et al. ͑2000͒ . Nor did the lack of an effect in the other two measures appear to be caused by a lack of power: the results were not only nonsignificant, but were in the opposite direction as that expected.
These findings suggest that this task can be used to evaluate different acoustic measures. For many phonemic distinctions, there is no apparent ''best'' measure. Many different metrics may be proposed, and it is often difficult to discriminate among such metrics experimentally. Looking for links between perception and production may provide another means for making such comparisons.
Clearly, this conclusion must be taken as tentative at this point. More research is necessary to ensure that these correlations only exist ͑and consistently exist͒ when the appropriate measure is used. Furthermore, since the degree of variability among individuals can influence the likelihood of finding a significant correlation, this task is likely to be best used in a converging methods approach, in combination with more traditional ways of contrasting metrics ͑such as that of Richardson, 1992 and Tomiak, 1991͒ . Still, the results are at least suggestive that this task can provide a better indication of the types of acoustic cues most likely to be used by listeners, and may be particularly useful in situations where other contrastive methods are not possible.
One limitation of the present approach is that it requires the use of a single cue, such as frequency centroid or VOT. For some phonemic distinctions, sets of cues have been proposed that work as a whole. For example, peak differences ͑Syrdal and Gopal, 1986͒ have been proposed as cues to stop consonant place of articulation. These were proposed as a set of values, and there is no reason to believe that the individual peak differences would of necessity correlate with one another. If each component is a dimension in multi-dimensional space, the overall location of a value in space would depend on the values from the set of measures, but need not correlate highly with any single measure. Since there is no statistical test that provides an overall measure of the strength of a relationship between two sets of variables ͑see Cohen and Cohen, 1983͒ , the present methodology of examining correlations between perceptual prototypes and average productions is likely to be limited to cases in which there is a single acoustic property that can be measured.
Although significant correlations between speech production and speech perception were found in both of the present experiments, these correlations were quite modest, accounting for approximately 27% of the variance in listeners' perceptual prototypes. There are several possible reasons why this might be the case. One possibility is that the representations for perception and production are at least partially distinct. If this were the case, it could be taken as an argument against models such as motor theory ͑Liberman and Mattingly, 1985͒, which rely on identical representations for both input and output. However, there are other potential explanations for the small size of these effects that limit the strength of this conclusion. The effect size may be due, in part, to the existence of a hyperspace effect ͑Johnson et al., 1993a͒; listeners highest-rated item may be more strongly related to a hyperarticulated production than to a typical one. Since participants were not asked to exaggerate their productions, the correlation may be less strong than would otherwise be the case. It is also possible that a stronger correlation might have arisen with more participants, or more acoustic measures per participant.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that people are often surprised by the sound of their own voice when they hear a recording of it. This is due to the fact that one's own voice is heard both via air conduction ͑as others hear us͒ and via bone conduction within the head, which emphasizes low frequencies. This makes our own voices sound more resonant to ourselves than to others. Perception-production correlations might therefore be expected to be strongest for temporallybased contrasts and for sounds without vocal fold vibration, as these would be unaffected by a low-frequency emphasis.
As expected from previous research, correlations between speech perception and speech production do appear to exist, although they are not as strong as might be expected on the basis of some theoretical models. These correlations appear to distinguish between different acoustic cues, suggesting that they may be usable as a way of evaluating different proposed metrics. Future research will be needed to examine this proposal in more depth.
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